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ABSTRACT 
The Complementary Bipolar Integrated Circuit (CBIC) process results in both 
high performance vertical npn and vertical pnp transistors on the same silicon chip. 
While the c.omrnon-emitter current gains are nearly identical, however, the 
corresponding Early voltages are significantly different. The Early voltage of th~ . 
. 
npn transistor is typically three tiI.11es· higher than the pnp transistor for the same· 
·value of common-emitter current gain. This study provides a theoretical ba.sis._.for: 
the Early voltage difference in complementary npn and pnp transistors. 
The Early voltage is strongly dependent on the Gummel number in the· base and 
the doping profiles of the base and collector regions. A higher Gurnrnel number and 
a slower rate of change in the decrease of the electrical base width as a fu11ction of 
collector-to-base reverse bias, both result in an increase in the Early voltage. The 
common-emitter current gain is a function of the base transport factor and the emitter 
efficiency. For modem planar bipolar transistors, the base transport factor i_s 
I essentially unity and the emitter efficiency limits the value of the common-emitter 
current gain. A reduction in the emitter efficiency is primarily due to bandgap 
narrowing in the heavily doped emitter. But, electric field effects and an increase in 
Auger recombination also serve to degrade the emitter efficiency. 
The theoretical calculations of Early voltage and common-emitter current gain 
were obtained using spreading resistance measurements and SUPREM process 
simulations to determine the electrically active dopant profiles. No assumptions 
were made concerning the shape and magnitude of the doping profiles. A numerical 
"\ :1. 
;; .. 
~· . ·~· 
:. 
·•· 
·solution of Poisson's equation was used to find a mathematical relationship between 
fue electrical base width and the collector-to-base reverse bias. The zero-bias 
depletion region widths were also obtained from a numerical analysis, and they were 
'included in the values calculated for the electrical base widths. The comrnon~emitter: 
current gain was evaluated from an emitter efficiency limited expression,:taking.into 
account bandgap narrowing effects. The theoretical values of :Early· v.oltage, and 
:.c:omrnon~emitter current g.:ain. are· shown to agree reasona.bly ·well with the electrical 
:measurements. 
') 
... : 
.•. 
I 
I. IN'IRODUCTION 
The influence of space-charge layer widening in bipolarju.nction transistors was· 
first described by l M. Early in 1952.1 He noted that the base width W B of a 
transistor decreased as the collector-to-base voltage V CB increased resulting in two 
principal effects. First, a decrease in W B would decrease the recombination of 
injected minority carriers in the base since the carriers would diffuse across the base 
in a shorter time and, therefore, ittcrease .the bas:e transport factor arr. Second, a: 
decrease in W B would d~crease the impedance :presented to the minority carrier 
current injected by th~ emitter by inc-reasing the carrier gradient.. and, thetefore, 
increase the emitter efficiency y. Both of these effects would result in- an increase _in 
the common-base current gain aF since aF = ~ y. 
Early's discovery necessitated changes in the Ebers-Moll mode12 w·bic·h wits. 
widely~ used to simulate static behavior of bipolar transistor circuits. Lindholin·an.d 
llar.nilton3 in 1971, and later Jaeger and Brodersen4·in 1978, showed-that through. 
the addition of a single parameter, called the Early voltage VA' the Early effect could 
be incorporatedinto the Ebers-Moll formulatio1.1. The Early voltage would take into 
account the nonzero slope,. in.the collector current le versus collector-to-emitter· 
voltage V CE curves. 
The common-emitter current gain f3 is related to the common~base current gain 
I 
aF by J3 = cxF/(1-aF). For modem planar bipolar transistors, operating at 
intermediate current levels, aT is essentially unity and P is limited by the emitter 
efficiency"(. To achieve high transistor f3's (100 - 200), the emitter is mu·ch more 
~ 
heavily doped than the base. Theoretical calculations of P are several orders of 
.. 
·3· ..·· 
., 
magnitude higher than measured, however, since the effective emitter·doping profile 
is lower than the actual emitter doping profile. As the emitter doping becomes very 
. 
. ,.._ ... 
high, several heavy doping effects cause a reduction in the actual emitter doping 
prottle, and, therefore, the calculated value of emitter efficiency. They include: 1.) 
bandgap narrowing, 2.) a changing electric field, and 3.) Auger recombination·.44 
Alth9ugh the Early voltage and common-emitter current gain are of little 
importance in digital circuits, in linear (analog) circuits they do play a significant.role 
in circuit performance. The Early voltage mismatch between emitter-coupled· pair 
. 
. . 
- . 
transistors limits the attainable common-mode rejection ratio CMRR and powe.r 
supply rejection ratio PSRR of a simple resistively loaded bipolar differential 
amplifier.5 The incremental output resistance of different current sources (for ,, 
example, a Wilson current mirror) is directly proportional to the Early yoltage of the 
Qutput transistor.6 Indeed, if two transistors are required to c.arty the same amount 
.of current and if they have significantly different collector-to-emitter voltages, the 
. 
Early voltage should be high to achieve reasonable current matching.. The 
common-emitter current gain (P = Mel AJ:8 ) is an important measure of how well 
a transistor will amplify an input signal when biased in the forward active region. If 
the transistor is meant to amplify effectively, the base current should be appreciably 
smaller than the collector current 
Because of the importance of Early voltage and common-emitter current gain in 
linear circuit design, the influence of processing parameters on VA and ~ should be 
studied. In 1977, Malone7 calculated and compared experimental findings of VA 
and p with theory for a vertical pnp transistor. In 1978, Malhi and Sa1ama8 did a 
4 
.• 
J 
,. 
similiar investigation as Malone, but for a lateral pnp transistor. In both cases, 
however, they assumed that the common-emitter current gain was base transport 
limited an4 that the doping profiles in the base and collector regions were either 
line~ly graded or constant 
1:h-e purpose of this work ·was to. mvest~gate the V.A - P relationship irt both 
vertical npn and vertical :pn_p transistors fabricated together in a complementary 
bipolar processing technol(?gy. Spreading. resistan·ce an.d :a ·slJPREM process 
=simulation, angle-lap and stain, and van der Pauw measurements were used .to: 
=.obtain the electrically active dopant proftles, metallurgical junction depths, and. sheet. 
re.:$istances (no assumptions were made about the dopin·g profiles). The 
common-emitter current gain was evaluated from an emitter efficiency limite_d: 
·i 
expression, taldng into account bandgap nan:owing: in: the :heavµy doped emitter:: To 
obtain a theoretical value of Early voltage, a numerical solu_tio·n ·of P.oisson'is 
equation was required to quantify the narrowing of the electric·_a.l base width as a 
function of an applied collector-to-base reverse bias. 
Before presenting the results of this investigation, a detailed explanation· ,of th·e 
~ . 
Early effect and common-emitter current gain will be reviewed. Also,, art .. overview 
:of the complementary bipolar integrated circuit process technolog-y:, ele.c.tr'ica1 
:measurements of complementary npn and pnp bipolar transistors, and .a discussio.n 
of the diffusion profile measurement techniques will be included. 
.. 
·s 
• 
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Early Effect 
.. 
By definition, the Early voltage VA is the intercept on the collector-to-emitter. 
voltage V CE axis from the projection in the forward active region of the collector° 
current le versus V CE curves to zero collector current (see Figure 1). The 
:existence of a finite slope in the curves indicates that an increasing V CE causes an 
increase in le for a given level of base current In. As Early1 showed, an increase 
in the collector-to-base voltage V CB causes a decrease i11the base width WB of a 
:transistor. The decrease in W B then causes .an increase in le. This concept is 
commonly ref erred to as the base width modulation or Early eff c;et. 
For an npn (pnp) transistor in the forward active region, the collector cutrertt.i~ 
the result of minority carrier electrons (holes) in the base diffusing in the direction of· 
the concentration gradient and being swept across the collector-base depletion region 
by the electric field EcB· The minority carrier electrons (holes) are injected from the 
emitter, which is forward biased with respect to the base. As V CE increases the· 
collector-base junction becomes more reversed biased and the collector~.base 
depletion region width W DCB must increase to sustain the higher voltag.e .. If we 
-~.: assume the forward biased base-to-emitter voltage V BE remains constant (typically 
~ 0.75 V), then the emitter-base depletion width WDEB also remains constant, :and::a. 
decrease in WB is directly a result of an increase in WocB· Since 
:(l) 
the increase in Wocu is obviously due to the re.verse :bias V CB on the collector.~base: 
junction (see Figure 2). 
····"·"'·'·" ·6: 
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The dependence of V CB on the electric field £CB and the depletion region 
width Wocu is a direct result of Poisson's equation 9: 
a2cp/ax2 = -a£/ax = -p/E8 {2) 
where Cl) is the potential difference in the depletion region equal to 
cp = V CB + <l>iCB (built-in potential of collector-base junction) (3): 
£ is the electric field in the depletion:regiort·equal to £c8 , p is the -s:p_ace-char-ge 
density equal to 
p = q (p(x) - n(x) + N0 (x) - NA (x)) 
p(x) = mobile hole carrier concentration density 
n(x) = mobile electron c,arrier concentration density 
N0 (x) = ionized donor concentration density 
NA (x) = ionized acceptor conceptration density 
(4) 
q is the electron charge, and £8 is the permittivity of the silicon (1.04 x10-l2 Flem). 
Assuming the net carrier concentration p(x) - n(x) is much_ less than the net ionize.d 
dopant density N0 (x)-N A (x) in the depletion region, ·by combining eq1:1-ations (2}, 
(3), and (4) we can write 
a2(V CB + ~iCB)/clx2 = - cl£cB/clx = -q (Nn(x) · NA (x))/e 8 (5) 
·If we define 
a single integration of equation (5) results in 
£CB = -q/e8 J:: N(x) clx ) 
and a double integratio·n of equation (5) results iri 
fxc f xc V CB = XB ( X N(x) ax) ax 
·9·.: 
'· 
..... 
(6) 
:(7): 
:{8) 
:?i 
.... 
• 
' I 
:where XB and XC are the· boundaries of the collector-base depletion region in the 
base and the collector respectively. 
Equation (8) can be expanded to 
r XC JXJCB 1 XC 
V CB = -q/es[Jxe { X N(x) ax + XJCBN(x) dx) ax] -fl>iCB {9) 
where XJCB is the metallurgical collector-bas~ junction depth, and 
JXJCB fxc XB N(x) ax = XJCBN{x) ax 
-(lO) 
to maintain overall space charge neutrality. Equation (9} :is_ -not :an .easy ,eqµation to 
~Qlve in closed form, and _the solution usually requires _ij,i1um.erica;l.;tech_nique ::done 
by a computer. However, it is clear that since 
W DCB= XC • XB (1.1) 
an increase in V CB corresponds to a- .increase in W DCB and, therefore, a dec-rease; 
in. the base width W B. 
Malone 7 and M hi et. al.8 derived the E<1rly voltage VA from the le versus 
V CE curves by approximating: a. straight: line in. :the forward active region and 
assuming an equation of the f onn 
Ic = 1° + v cE (CHctav cE) Iv cE = v 1 (12) 
1° is the projec.tion of the line to V CE = 0 and V 1 is the collector-to-emitter voltage 
at which the slope of the line is evaluated. The Early voltage is the projection of the 
trace to zero collector current. If we. set le = 0, assume the base current I8 is 
constant and independent of V cE, and define Po as the common-emitter current 
gain at VcE = 0, from equation (12) 
o = p018 + v A ca181av cE) Iv cE = v 1 :(13) 
.l-.0 
• 
:and 
v A= - Po (dVcEldP) lvcE = V1 (14) 
Equation (14) can be expanded by use of the chain rule12 to yield. 
VA = ·Po (dV cE/dW 8 )(dW 8 /df3) Iv CE = v 1 .(1.5) 
where P is the common-emitter gain at V CE > 0. Equation :(15) .requires the 
.e·valuation of two derivatives,. which .Malone and Malhi et. al. evaluated using: 
·· particular assumptions for the doping: profiles in the base and collector to ob.tain: 
Mal_one derived the Early voltage for a vertical pnp transistor :and assumed that 
the collector-base junction was uniformly doped on the collector side, N(x)=Nc, 
and linearly grade·d on the base side, N(x)=abx . After solving Poisson's equation 
(2), and assuming that the collector-to-base voltage was large con1pa.ted WiJhth.~ 
built-in potential of the junction (V CB >> fl)iCB), he showed that 
V CB = q ab XB3/(3e5) + q Ne xc2/(2e5) · · (16:.) 
. 
where ab is the grade constant in the base, N c is the constant .·concentration irt. :the 
collector, and from space charge neutrality (see equation (10)), 
2~cxc = abxB2 {17} 
,/'____ i, 
-~alone also assumed that the emitter efficiency y is essentially unity and the 
common-emitter current gain is limited by the base transport factor aT and, 
therefore, · 
f3 = 2LmB2/wB2 (J.8). . ~ 
where LmB is the diffusion length of the minority carriers in the bas~. 
By combining equations (1), (16), (17), and (18), Malone calculated the Early 
1. :-.·· J.. 
' I 
voltage to equal 
VA = ((-qabxB 2Lm8 )/(2es<P0/2)1/2))(1+(abXB/(2Nc))) • 
(1-XB/(LmB Po)l/2)3 (19) 
Malhi et al. 8 derived the Early voltage for a lateral pnp transistor and assumed that 
the collector was linearly graded, N(x)=acx, and th·e base, .uniformly doped., 
N(x)=Nb. The final.Early voltage expression was derive·d similarly to. Malone.s:' 
and resulted in 
VA ::; ((qNbLmB XB)/(es<2P0)112))(1+(2Nb/(acXB))l/2) • 
(1-((P0/2) 112xB/Lm B) )3 
Figure 3 shows the assumed profile and experimental results for the vertio_al .Pn.p 
' 
transistor. The grade constant ab was experimentally determined to correlate the 
theory eith the electrical rrteasurements. The results indicate discrepanci·es: atlow and, 
:high betas. 
As previously. mentioned, both Early volta.ge: equations,. (19) ·and: :(20), assumed: 
specific doping profiles in the base and: co·llector. A more exact ·analysis of Early 
voltage should not assume a particular doping profile, and .should include the built~in 
potential of the emitter-base and collector-base junctions .... The following derivation-; 
of Early voltage results from the small-signal conductance aic/aV CB of the 
collector-base junction.9 This final equation for Early voltage is the one used in this 
thesis to correlate theory with electrical measurements for n.:pn and pnp. 
complementary bipolar transistors. 
In a bipolar transistor, the total collector current le is equaltoll 
le = (q AE DmB n?/Q8 ) exp (qV8 E/kT) (21) 
12 
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13 
where AE is the area of the emitter region, DmB is the minority carrier diffusion 
-
coefficient in the base, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon (ni = 1010 
atoms/cm3 at 295 °K), k is Boltzmann's constant , T is temperature in degrees 
Kelvin (at room temperature T = 295 °K), and QB is the number. of ·doping atoms in 
the base per unit area. QB is equal to 
QB =J:B N(x) ax . . (22): 
where o is the depletion region edge in the base at the forward ·biased. emittet~base. 
junction and, as stated previously, XB is the depletion region edge ir1 the. base at ·the· 
reverse biased collector-base junction. 
The small - signal cortdu.ctance= ,at the. collec-ior-base junction can be determine.cl 
l>Y combining eCJ.uations (21) and (22) and evaluating ale/av CB resulting in9 
2 . 
alc/aV.CB = (-qDmB ni AE exp (qV8 E/kT) N(XB) axB/aV CB)/ 
1xa ( 0 N(x) ax)2 (23) 
and by substituting equation (21) into (23) 
JXB alc/aV CB = -le (N(XB) axB/aV CB)/( o N(x) ax) 
where 
aiclav cB = le I Iv Al (25) 
An equation for Early voltage can easily be written from equations (24) and (25), 
and by noting that since W B = XB • 0, and~ therefore, axB/aV CB = 
aWB/aVc8 ,we obtain 
rxe Iv Al= (Jo N(x) ax)/(N(XB) awB/av CB) {26) 
Equation (26) is an extremely useful expression which relates the Early voltage VA 
to the doping profile N(x) of the transistor. It consists of three components: 
·,. 
14 
Q 
rxe 
1. Jo N(x) ax is the area under the transistor profile in the portion of the 
:base where transistor action is taking place - commonly referred to as the Gummel 
. .. . 
fiumber.9 = 
2. N (XB) is the concentration at the: depletion region edge XB in the bas_e,,., 
3. aWB/aV CB is the derivative.of the electrical base width WB with respeclto 
. ~ 
the reverse bias collector~to~·base voltage V CB· This is a negative number' since an 
increase in V CB causes the base width W8 (O:::) XB) to decrease. 
The most difficult part ·_of equation (26) is the evaluation of aw B/aV CB which 
requires a numerical s:olution to_ Poisson's equation (2) to obtain WB=f(V CB). A 
n.urherical techniqu.e: is also required to- calculate the built-in potential of the 
. . 
emitter-base and collector~base junctions to e~tablisb depletion region 'boundary· 
conditions before a collectOr-to~emitter voltage i_S: :appli~q. The :~mitt~:r~·basejuncti9n.·· 
:potential <ltiEB must satisfy these two equations9 
cx,iEB = (kT/q) ln(N(XE)N(O))/n? (27) 
cx,iEB = q/£5 cJ:E cJ; N(x) Ox) Ox) (28) 
where XE and- o are the depletion region boundaries in the emitter and :b.ase 
respectively. The collector-base junction potential <l>iCB must satisfy these. two 
equations9 
cx,iCB = (kT/q) ln(N(XB)N(XC))/n? 
Jxc Jxc <l>iCB = q/es ( XB ( X N(x) ax) ax) 
:(29) 
(:3:0} 
where XB and XC are the JdepleJon region boundaries in the base and collector 
respectively. A computer program was written to calculate the built-in potential, 
15 
,:: 
Gummel number, and evaluate awn/av CB from the doping profile N(x). 13 
~: 
,. 
·.= 
16. :, ._ .. 
I . 
:~ Common-Emitter Current Gain 
The common-emitter current gain P is the incremen.taI ·ch.:ange of le with 
.respect to an incremental change of I8 and is equcµ :to 
(31) 
where aF is the common-base current gain equal to 
(32) 
The base transport factor a,., is the ratio of th¢ .c.11trent reaching the collector to: the· 
c,urrent injected from the emitter, and is eq~al. _to: 
where LmB is the diffusion length pf .th.e ·:mit1ority carriers in the base:. the emitter 
efficiency 'Y measures the injected minority carrier current from the: emitter to the 
total emitter current. The common-emitter gain of modem _plan·ar transistor~·:,; 
operating at inter 111ediate current levels, is mainly lirriited by· the emitter effici-en,9y· :S9: 
that to a very good approximation 14 
p = Pr = 'Y /(t-r) 
= lmB/imE 
:/34)·· l.. .· 
{35) 
where 1mn is the minority carrier current injected into the base from the emitter and ~ 
ImE is the minority carrier current injected into the· emitter from the base·. Equ·ation 
(35) can be rewritten in terms of the doping profile N(x) and minority carrie.r 
diffusion coefficients to yield15 
rxE fXB . 
Py= DmB (Jo N(x) ax)/(DmE Jo N(x) ax) 
fly = (DmB QE) / (DmE QB) 
(36)·: 
.(37) 
where DmB and DmE are the average minority carrier diffusion coefficients in the· 
--
\, 
. .,.t': 
base and emitter respectively and QE and Q8 are the total charges per unit area in the 
emitter and base respectively. 
Direct evaluation of equ·ation (37) will yield a value for ~'Y several orders·: of 
magnitude higher than measured. The principal reason for this discrepancy is due'. to 
the influence of heavy doping in the emitter.14,15 The main effect of he:a_vy: 
doping in silicon at low injection condition.s is to reduce the forbidden ·energy· gap 
Eg, since the doping concentrations are large· enough to form an impurity .band .that 
overlaps the conduction o;rv:alence bands. A reduction in the bandgap, as: a fun·ction 
. 
of an increase in· doping concentration N, modifies the temperature-dependent 
intrinsic carrier concentration. ni where 
D? = C T3 exp (-Eg/kT) cm·3 (38) 
and C = 5.5 x 1032; cm3/ °K3 and Eg = 1.12 eV. If we introduc.e an effective 
intrinsic carrier concentration nie' which is greater than ni, so that 
Die 2 = C T3 exp (-Eg(N)/kT) cm·3 
and define bandgap narrowing ~g to be equal to 
AEg = 1.12 - Eg(N) e V 
by combining equations (38), (39), and ( 40) we get 
(D?!Die 2) = exp (-&Eg/kT) 
(40) 
(41) 
Since Dp = Die 2, an increase in nie implies an increase jp tne equilibrium minority 
carrier density. This results 1n a reduction in the emitter efficiency 'Y, since an 
increase in the equilibrium minority carrier density implies an increase in the injected· 
minority carrier density at the eclge of the depletion region XE in the emitter. ·The 
doping profile in the emitter is, therefore, transformed into a lower effective dopitig 
1.8 
"/. . 
profile Nerr<x) where15 
N err(x) = N(x) n?tnie 2 (42) 
If, for example, at room temperature (295 °K) the bandgap narrowed due to heavy 
_, 
doping in the emitter by M:g = 100 meV, the effective intrinsic carrier.conc~ntration 
nie would now be 2.26 x 1011 cm-3 compared with ni = 1010 cm-3. If the 
average concentration in the emitter NEavg was equal to 5.0 x 1019 cm-3, the . 
effective average emitter concentration NEcff would now only be 9.75 x 1017 cm-3. 
Therefore, QE would lower an·d., .-consequently, reduce th~ ~alculated value of ~ by 
approximately 50. 
There are two other effects of heavy doping: :which -will tend tQ reduce- the: .emitter· 
efficiency 'Y (and P) even further. The built-ii) electric field in the emitter may be in 
the opposite direction than expected, since the effective profile in the -emitter Nety(x) 
is smaller than the actual profile N(x), and, therefore, aid in the: .flow of minority 
-· 
carriers from the base to the emitter. Also, since the. probability of .collisions 
between carriers is substantially increased in heavily doped silicon; th·ere is a 
significant decrease in the excess carrier lifetime in the emitter due to the: thre·e-b'ody 
collision (Auger) mechanism for recornbination.44 
Much work has been done to understand minority carrier transport in heavily 
doped silicon since the late 1960's; however, differences in optical and electrical 
measurements of bandgap narrowing, assumptions concerning the use of' 
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics rather than Fermi-Dirac statistics, and assumptions 
that minority carrier mobilities equal majority carrier mobilities have led authors to 
conflicting results. The following brief history of published literature on the physics 
• 
0 
C' 
o~minority carrie_r transport in heavily doped silicon reveals the differences· in 
opinion among many authors and the need for additional work in this area. 
-~ . 
"In 1967, Volfson ahd Subashiev16 presented experimental eVidence thatihe 
bandgap E g narrowed at high concentrations of impurities in silicon 
. 
. \. ,. 
·-· 
.. (N(x)>2.5xlo19 cm-3). Their optical measurements of-the absorption ;:edge:·of' 
,' 
. 
silicon led them to conclude-that nauowing of the forbidde11 energy, gap·occtired at 
high doping levels in silicon. Their experimental results-fit-the :following. equation: 
AEg = 3.4 x 10-8 (N(x)l/3 - Ndl/3) eV (43) 
where for n-type silicon Nd= 1.85 x 1019 cm-3and for p-type silicon Nd = 1.4 x 
1019 cm-3. Additional optical measurements of AEg by Balanski, Aziza, and. 
Amzallag 17, and Schmid 18 reveal similar results to Vo If son and S ubashiev. 
In 1968, Kaufmann, Bergh, and Buhanan14 theorized that the large· disc:repancy· 
between calculated values of Py and measured 131 was due to a bandgap decrease in 
the heavily· doped emitter. Also ir1 1968, Whittier and Downing14,15 postulated that 
-the phosphorus atoms in an n-type emitter may act as very active recombination . 
centers at doping levels higher J1an 10 l 9 cm-3 which could lower the emitter charge 
QE. ff the effective emitter charge QEe«is limited to the lightly doped part of the: 
emitter, the emitter efficiency should decrease consequently !owe.ring f3r. In 1971., 
DeMan15 used the measurements of Volfson and Subashiev16 to obtain an effective,. 
doping profile in the emitter (see Figure 4). He modified equation (36) usin.g: 
equation (42) so that . 
JxE 2 2 fxe Jly = DmB ( o N(x) (ni /nie ) dx)/(DmE . o N(x) dx) (44) 
where 
.. 
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., 
Nerr<x) = N(x) (n?/nie2) 
= N(x) exp (-3.4xto·8 (N(x)l/3 - Ndl/3)/kT) (45) 
DeMan's results, however, were still two to four times higher than measured. In 
1977, Kleppinger and Lindholm19 and Mertens, DeMan, and Van Overstrae~n14 
indicated that due to the impurity band formation and band tailing, not only a 
bandgap decre·ase, but also a serious change in the density of: states should be taken 
into account. Using.Maxwell-Boltzn1ann:s_tati_stics to defme the effective intrinsic 
carrier concentration, and by deriving a theoretical effective emitter profile, Mertens 
et.al.14 calculated values of f3 which were in much closer agreement with 
experimental values than DeMan's .15 
~ 
In 1976, Slotboom and De Graaff20 made electrical measurements of b·ana·g~p-
narrowing as a function of impurity conce}Jtration. They stated that at high imp.urity· 
concentrations the density of states noI-onger has a parabolic energy distribution and 
·becomes dependent on the impurity concentration. The bandgap is effectively 
reduced due to the broadening of the impurity band and the formation of band tails at 
the edges of the conduction band arld valence band. Their measurements were done 
by varying base doping concentrations, assuming that the majority carrier mobilities 
are equal to minority carrier mobilities, and measuring the saturation current 18 from 
the le versus V BE curves of a npn transistor. Their results fit the following 
equation: 
~Eg = E (F + (F2 ·+ C)l/2) meV (46) 
where E = 9 meV, F = In N/N0, N = average impurity concentration, and 
C = 0.5. These results differed considerably from Volfson and Subashiev's. 16 
. o; 
.•. - > 
' 
Slotboom and De Graaff explained this discrepancy due to the fact that the optical 
. 
absorption measurements of Volfson and Subashiev involved the energy gap 
between two free levels which can be larger than the bandgap that determines the pn 
= nie 2 product. In 1980, Weider21 determined A.Eg for heavily arsenic doped 
silicon and his measurements agreed quite well with Slotboorn and De Graaff. Also,.. 
Tang22 investigated heavy doping in pnp bipolar transistors and his data suggested 
that ~Eg for boron-doped silicon. is not much different than arsenic~dope.d -and 
phosphorus-doped silicon.· In 1982, Dhariwal and Ojha23 provided a theoretical 
basis to the empirical results of Slotboom and De Graaff. Using 
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics their theoretic:al res.ults agreed very well with 
Slotboom and De Graaff. 
In 1978, Stojadinovic and Ristic24 theorized that mechanical stress in the. :silicon 
lattice, due to the misfit of a high c9.ncentration of impurity atoms, may enhanqe: the 
bandgap narrowing effect. They believed that the total bandgap narrowing· in the 
emitter region was due to the modification of the energy band structur~: ~d --~ ~h~ge 
in the density of states, as well as lattice stress where 
AEgstress = a ~ EY NE / (1-u) (47) 
and 
a is the coefficient of bandgap energy stress: (7.S x 1 o-12 e V cm2 /dyn), l; is th~ 
silicon lattice contraction coefficient (10-24 cm3 phosphorus, 5.2 x 10-24 cm3 
boron), EY is Young's modulus of silicon (1.9 x 1012 dyn/cm2),u is Poisson's 
ratio of silicon ( 0.27), and NE is the average impurity concentration in the emitter. 
If equation ( 4 7) is evaluated for high emitter dopi1.1g concentrations, however, 
.,. 
., 
,-.. 
1-• ...,_ 
,. 
AEgstress is only· a small percentage ( 4-5 %) of the total band gap narrowing 
measured by Slotboom and De Graaff. 
In 1982, Neugroschel, Pao, and Lindholm25 experimentally determined ~Eg 
by measuring recombination current in heavily doped silicon. They maintained that 
·earlier work20,21 underestimated bandgap narrowing and they used Fermi-Dirac 
statistics to describe the degenerate electron concentration in the conduction band. 
They'· .indicated that AEg is not a function of temperature in the temperature ran:ge 
investigated and that the values of AEg deduced are insensitive to the ·mechanisms= 
controlling recombination and the value of minority carrier mobility.. They .predicted 
much higher values of AEg than Slotboom and De Graaff.20 Neu.groschel et.. :a1 • 
... 
made the following assumptions: 1.) N(x) is constant in the emitter, 2.) all 
impurities are 'fully ionized at the temperature used in. their experiments, :3 .. } the: 
-density of states retains the square root dependency on energy. the· :data of 
Neugroschel et.al. showed values of AEg 50-60 meV higher than previo.usiy 
. 
reported. In 1983, Lee and Fossum26 provided a theoretical basis ·for the 
discrepancy in optical and electrical measurements of bandgap narrowing. Their· 
~ 
theore#cal predictions agreed quite well with measurements previously reported. In 
\' 
1984, Del Alamo and Swanson27 maintained that due to the narrow temperature 
range Neugroschel et. al. overestimated AEg. They revealed th·at if temperature, 
dependence of AEg is included in the c,tlculations of Neugroschel et.al., the result$ 
of N eugroschel et. al. can be modified to agree quite well with Slotboom and ~Pe 
I ' 
Graaff. 
Besides determining iiEg, values of minority carrier mobilities (whiclt are· 
;.,), 
/. 
r -· 
..... 
)·: . 
,-
1· 
; 
,1_· 
'\ 
·' 
related to minority carrier diffusion coefficients through the Einstein relation 
(D/µ)=(kT/q)) must be used to calculate Pr· In 1979, Dziewior and Silber28 
determined the minority carrier diffusion coefficients in phosphorus .and boron 
doped silicon by measuring the complex diffusion length of minority ·c:arriers, 
... 
generated by a 10.7 NIHz optical excitation. Their measurements indicated-that'fOr 
impurity concentrations ranging from 1017 cm-3 to 1019 cm-3 the:minority: hole· 
mobility is slightly higher-than-. th¢ majority _hole. mobility and the minority electron 
mobility agrees quite well with the majority electron mobility. In 1984~ Burk· and, 
De La Torre29 obtained an empirical fit for minority hole mobilities~ Their results 
agreed with Dziewior and Silber. However, Burk and De La Torre als·o showed that 
the ·minority hole mobility is ~ower than the majority hole mobility for impurity 
. , ... 
concentrations ·greater than 2 x 1019 c1n~3 .. They modified Muller and Kamins9 
expression for majority hole mobility to account for the minority hole mob_i_lity· 
difference. The mobility equations of Muller and Kamins, anq Burk ancl .De La. 
Torre are given below: 
Muller and Kamins9 - majority mobilities 
µ = ~in + (µmax - µmin)/(1 + (N/Nrer>a) cm2/v sec 
electrons holes 
µmin 92 47.7 
µmax 1360 495 
Nref 1.3 x 1017 cm-3 6.3 x 1016 cm-3 
a 0.91 o.~16 
{ 
·u 
and 
,. 
... .°•": 
.. 
' 
{48) 
" 
·, 
., 
.,., 
.. 
. i 
Burk and De La Torre29 - minority hole mobilities 
' 
·~ llp = llmin + (Jlmax - llmin)/(1 - (N/Nren>al) -
lladd/(1 + (NrerifN)a2) cm2/v sec (49J 
.. 
where llmin = 6.07, llmax = 495, lladd = 277, Nrefl = 1.63 x 1018 ·cm~3 
Nref2 = 1.16 x 1023 cm-3, al= .797, a2 = .550 . No data was provided for 
minority electron mohilities so if will be assumed that Muller and Karnins expression 
for majority el~tron mobilities holds true for minority electron mobilities. 
In 1985, Fossum, Burk, and Yung30 attempted: to,correlate: .. mea.s.uremerits of 
minority carrier mobility28,29 and)*ttrical energ:,, gap narrowins. They suggeste(l: 
/ 
a model for effective minority carrier ·mobility b·ased on trapping, of carriers. --in 
\ . \ 
shallow (band-tail)~states. The~ data estimated AEg to be 25-50 meV smaller th,an: 
previously published data26 and they stated three reasons to question the accuracy of 
previous data: 1.) assumptions· that minority ·hole mobilities equal the majoricy :hQl~ 
mobilities, 2.) assumptions that all impurities are ionized at high concentrations of 
impurities, and 3.) ignoring the temperature dependence of mobility :and ~ Eg .. _ 
.. ~ 
Bennett31 disagre~ with Burk and De La Torre- and he· maintains that for 
impurity concentrations greater than 1019 cm-3 holes{electrons) s:catter differently 
from donors (acceptors) th·an from acceptors (donors) becaus·e -re_pulsive and 
.attractive potentials of the same strength do not scatter equally. At high impurity 
-~ ' 
~oncentrations, minority carriers are scattered less by dopant ions than the majority 
carriers, and the ref ore, minority carriers should have larger mobilities whenever 
carrier-dopant ion scattering dominates ( N(x) > 1019 cm-3). Bennett's theoretical 
.. 
analysis indicated that for impurity concentrations between 2 x 1019 ctn-3 and 8 x 
.r 
) 
'•· 
.. ,. 
,;. :·: 
... 
\ ) 
iol·9 cm·3: 
(minority hole mobility :[ majority hole mobility) s. 3;0 
...... d 
.'an 
(minority electro~ mobility/ majority electron mobility) = 1.2 
(50), 
(51) 
Bennett32 also disagrees· with Fossum at. al. and Slotboom and De Graaff and he 
theoretically predicts bandgap narrowing only at impurity concentrations of 1020 
cm-3 and higher~ Using a quantum description of bandgap narrowing, Bennett. 
obtained the following theoretical equation for 1019 cm-3 < N(x) < 3 x 1020 c:rn-3: · 
(ni/ni) = 1 + 1.9 exp( - «IN(x) - N0 l)/N 0 )3) (52). 
where N0 = 2.4 x 1020 cm-3 and N0 = 1.68 x 1020 cm-3. 
Figures 5 and 6 are plots of various theoretical and experime.ntal -r.esu.lts. of 
. . 
:bandgap narrowing and minority hole mobilities. 
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ITI.EXPERIMENTALBACKGROUND 
Overview of Complementary Bipolar Processin& Technolo~y 
The Complementary Bipolar Integrated Circuit (CBIC) process-.. was first 
described in 1972.33 This process allows for the fabrication of both: vertic·al npn. 
and vertical pnp transistors with ne~rly identical electrical characteristics. Unlike. the.: 
traditional Standard Buried Collector (SBC) process which produces npn transistors 
of hig~ performance (typically P- 200 and fT- 500 MHz) and lateral pnp transistors. 
of relatively poor performance (typically ~- 50 and fT- 5 MHz), CBIC structures 
. 
contain both high performance npn and pnp transistors (typically P- 80-100 and fT-
4501\1Hz). 34 Low voltage ion implant predepositions rather than diffusion sources 
are required in the CBIC process to obtain precise doping profiles. This precisiqil i~, 
necessary to achieve consistently high breakdown voltages, hig-h· b·etas-,- .:and lo\.\' 
series collector resistances. 35 
The structure of the basic CBIC npn_arLd pnp transistors is shown in Figure-··7 .. 
The substrate is p-type containing three buried layers u.pon which an n-type epitaxial. 
layer is grown. The lightly doped n-type buried isolation tub is under the pnp 
transistor to isolate the collector of ~e pnp fi;om the substrate. The buried isolation 
tub also serves to lower the collector-substrate parasitic capacitance ·of the npn. The 
p+ buried layer diffuses up and crosses the pnp collector surface tub diffusing 
down. This crossov_er forms a totally self-isolated p-type tub with low series 
resistance for the collector of the pnp. Then+ buried layer serves to lower the series 
. " ....... 
collector resistance of the npn. The subsequent npn and pnp process steps are 
1 
interlaced such that a specific diffusion layer (e.g. base)-is first processed for the 
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:PDP and then for the npn. .Th~ junction isolation for resistors, npn transistors, and 
capacitors is achieved by the p+ buried layer up~diffusing and crossing a-p+ surface 
tub down-diffusing. A p+ (npn base) surface ring surrounds the pnp transistor to 
prevent then base of the pnp from shorting to the epitaxial layer.35 
Electrical Measurements of Complementary Bipolar Transistors 
The Early voltage VA was measured as the x-intercept on the 'I CE axis fromthe· 
•. 
slope of a line drawn on the le versus V CE curves at 18 = 10 µA (see Figure-8). 
Care was taken to make sure that Je line drawn was on the fiat portion of the curves 
. 
. 
-(active region, V CE>> 0.7 v)) so as to not include saturation. The common-emitter 
current gain P was measured from the P versus_ le curves at le = 1 mA and V_tB = 
2.5 volts (see Figure 9). Also, the saturation current Is was measured fr.om the 
.. 
extrapolation to V BE = 0 volts of the le versus ,., BE curves (see Figure 10). Table .I 
summarizes the electncal measurements for both CBIC npn and pnp transistors. 
npn 
pnp 
\ 
Is 
(x 10-16 A) 
1.72 
1.34 
TABLEI 
3 .,.... . ·L.· 
, ,u:~.i' 
(volts) 
191.0 
74.2 
119: 
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Discussion of Diffusion Profile Measurement Technigues 
To analyze the CBIC npn and pnp transistor structures various measurement: ·· 
techniques were performed. These techniques included: spreading resistanc.e. 
profiling (SRP), angle-lap and Stainin,g:, .and van der Pauw sheet re:si~t:'1nc:e, 
.•. 
measurements. 
Spreadin~ Resistance Profilin1: (SRP) 
This technique determines the electrically active dopant:proftle of the ttansistQt.: 
·SRP measurements involve contacting a precisely bevelled sample with two;:proo¢·s. 
of a given radius a and a separation distance d. When a voltage is applied across the 
. . 
probes, the current through the probes is measured (see Figure 11).36 The 
resistance ~ obtained includes both the resistance of the semiconductor Rs and the 
' 
co11Jact resistance of the probe_ :ti.p~to-&ili~on ·surface Reon· For .a flat circular contact 
.or 
of:radius a37 
Rm = ~s + Reon =P /(4a) 
"\._ i {5·3:). 
·where p is the resistivity~f the semiconductor material. Rather than ~olving 
equatio~ (53) explicity, the usual procedure is to measure Rm for several known·_ 
"'~ .. 
resistivities of homogenous material with the same crystal orientation and·:·prepare a-
calibration curve. Once the resistivity is known, the concentration can: be determined 
by the use of Irvin's curves as described in the National Bureau of Standards -
Special Publication 400-4. From this method, it is apparent the spreading r~si~tance· 
is a comparison technique and depends upon the acchracy of a calibration curve -and 
t 
.. 
reproducing the same measurement conditions each time a SRP is performed. This-. 
9 
me~s constant attention to the condition of the probe tips -and monitoring the prqbe: 
( 
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A BEVELLED SAMPLE OF AN NPN TRANSISTOR 
PREPARED FOR SPREADING RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS. 
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' pressure which deforms the semiconductor surface directly underneath the probe tip. 
b. ' 
Also, the sample to be probed must be-very smooth and flat since pits or scratches: 
. 
will produce noise and inaccuracies in the data. 38 
Besides the need for duplicating the measurement. conditions, it is oft~n . 
, .. ·necessary to apply theoretically derive~ correction factors to the 1aw 1spreadiitg 
resfstance data. Barrier effects, whic_h may be extreme resis_tivity gradients i11the 
sample (p+n or n+p), distort the c.urtent: flow pattern and can .cause the observed 
-~preading resistance values to vary up to· a. factor of ten when compared to the.: 
u·niform, bulk sample of the same -surface resistivity.33 The effect of ~qc·h · 
boundaries is _accounted for by calculating the appropriate "Dickey ... corre·ctic.,n factor' 
for each point of the spreading profile.39 
----
An~le-Lap and.Stainin~ 
This technique determines the nietallurgicaljtirtctiort-deptbs· of :a=tnu'l~is_tor, T}ie: 
sample is bevelled and stained by a chemical.so.lution of hydrofluoric.acid plus·'Q.·5· 
percent by volume nitric· acid. Due to preferential oxidation of p-type silicon_, the,-
p~type areas stain dark. 43 Using a sodium vapor monochromatic light sc,urce (l. = 
5890 A) anc~ a partially reflecting reference plane extending out over the incline from 
. 
the original surface, interference fringe patterns between the reference and- the 
~ . - . 
.. 
bevelleci surface ar~ produced. By counting the number of spaces between fringes, 
• 
. ·-.the junctiori .depths can be determined (see Figure. 12). ·Although this technique .is-
. ' ' . . ' 
·• ., 
e'1.Sy to measure, the inaccuracy in determining the transition region between stairteq.. 
·--and ·non-staint3.,d silicon limits this technique to a relative comparison and not an exg.ct 
. measu;~ment.37,40 
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van· der Pauw CYPP} Sheet Resistanck 
.. , This technique determines the sheet resistance ( ohms/square) of diffused ot 
,· 
implanted structures. In van der Pauw measurements, the voltage and, ..current 
measurement terminals are cyclically connected to the probe pads and any two 
, . 
successive configurations are averaged to obtain a llleasun,ment. For a nominally . __ 
· symmetric van der Pauw structure (see Figure 13), the sheetre·sistance R
8 
is given 
by41 . 
(54) 
where R8 = V 2iI14 and Re = V 34/112• Ideally, these. measurements are made · 
. •. 
• with zero bias across the junctions. By multiplying the V,C.J,lue of :sheet resistance 
times the depth of the diffused or implanted layer, an average resis#vity cart be 
found. Once the tesistivity is known, the average concentration can be determined 
by using Irvin's curves. 
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IV. EXPERTMENIAL RESULTS / 
.. 
The spreading resistance profiles (SRP) and SUPREM process simulations for 
. ' . 
the CBIC npn and pnp transistors are shown in Figures 14 and 15. The SUPREM 
/ 
process simulation profile is actually a similar program known as BICEPS 
developed by AT&T Bell Laboratories . A summary of the junction depths and 
zero-bias depletion region depths and electrical ba~e widths obtained from 
' 
• 
numerically solving .Poisson's equation (2) ~ shown in Table II below, using as 
input data the profiles determined by experiment (SR.p) and process simulation 
(SUPREM). 
/ 
Junction Depths 
(x 104 cm) 
XJEB XJCB 
npn 
angle-lap 2.0 3.2 
SRP · 1 73 
. ' 
2. 93 ·~ 
SUPREM 1.05 3.44 
pnp 
angle-lap 1.9 2.8 . 
SRP 1.97 2.76 
SUPREM 2.33 3.60 
-
··~-
TABLE fl/ 
. V CE = 0 volts 
" 
Depletion R1ion Depths 
(x 10- cm) 
XE ·o XB 
' 
1.6Y' 1.82 2.66 
0.99 1.08 3.13 
1.85 2.14 2.49 
2.20 2.43 3.26 
. \ . 
. ... 
. . 
Electrical Base Width 
(x 10-4 cm) 
WB \ 
0.84 
. 2.05 
( e ~· 
0.35 
0.83 
By numerically integrating the area under tl\e~mitter and base profiles the total. 
r . 
, charge QE and Q8 can be determined. If we define NEavg and NBavg to be the, 
average concentrations in the emitter and base respectively, so that · 
42 
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----··, (55) 
and 
'. 
(56) 
the emitter sheet resistance R5E and base-under-emitter ,sheet resistance RsBUE can 
y 
be evaluated·from42 
(57) 
and 
. 
RsBUE = 1/(qµQB) (58) 
\\,hereµ is the average majority carrier mobility calculated from equation (48). 
~-
A comparison of measured van der Pauw (VDP) sheet resistances and 
theoretically calculated sheet resistances from spreading resistance and SUPRE1'r° 
profiles is show11 in Table III. 
NBavg 
TABLE III 
VCE = 0 volts 
N~avg 
) npn 
SRP 5.08 6.05 4471 7.9 4.9 8.09 
SUPREM 48.37 23.60 1479 5.9 6.0.~ 10.93 VDP 3850 6.25 "-I 
pnp 
. 28(2 SRP 0.48 1.37 10703 4.19 2.26 
SUPREM 2.00 · 2.40 2748 3.43 1.56 33.5 VDP 2990 28.1 
( 
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Comparispn of SRP and SUP!IBM 
'i . 
/ 
:, 
npn . ,. 
~ \ / ·-./ ·' 
•. v ., -r 
The SRP predicts vlltues of R 5E and RsBUE much closel" to the VDP 
, 
measurements than the SUPREM· ·simulation; therefore, the SRP was used to 
compare the theoretical re.suits and electrical measurements of VA and Ji. 
Unlike the npn, the SUPREM simulation predicts the measured values forboth 
RsE and RsBUE veTy~accurately, while the SRP predicts' a value for RsBUE much 
~ ' 
higher than the VDP !lleasurement.. Although the value obtained for R
5
E from the 
SRP is close to the VDP reading, the calCulated value of R5nuE is approximately 
3.5 times. higher than the VDP reading since the Gummel number QB is only 4.8 x 
1011 cm-2. If we plot the elec1!_'ical base width WB versus the collector-to-base 
voltage V CB {see FigU{e 16) obtained b'y numerically solving Poisson's equation 
. ., ·~ '.: 
(2), the data from the SRP indicates punch-tlrrough of'the base (W B = 0 µm) at -
,:,,, --
1 .' 
only 10 volts. This is not possible since ther measured breakdown voltage. of the 
' ~ . ( 
collector-base junction is 47 volts. 
' Therefore, the SUPREM simulation was sed to compare the theoretical results 
with electrical measurements of VA and fl 
r 
Theoretical calculation& of V A ... jt and 18 ~ ' 
•' 
1. VA . \ . , . 
An arbitrary value of V CB = 8 volts \\'.as used to theoretijally calculate th~ Early 
,' 
voltage VA from equatiOn (26). To find clW B/OV CB at V CB . = 8 volts, the 
,_derivative of the f <?urth-orget))olynomial fit (represented by the smooth lines in 
__/ 
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Figure 16) was evaluated. 
2. fi 
To theoretically. calculate the common-emitter current gain p, several parameters 
had to be determi11ed. The minority carrier diffusion coefficients DmE and DmB 
were derived from the minority carrier mobilities usihg the Einstein relation. Both 
Muller and Kamins9 equation (48) and Burk and De La To_~e29 equation (49) were· 
evaluated as a way of comparing the difference in using majority carrier and minority· 
carrier mobilities. The total bandgap narrowing AEg in the heavily doped emitter 
was det~rmined by using equation ( 46) of Slotboom and De Graaf f 20 for both 
n-type and p-type emitters. The effective emitter charge QEeff was obtained from 
1'-. \_ - ,,/ • 
' 
QEeff = QE exp (-~Eg/kT) (59) 
and it a used to compare calculated values of ·13 from equation (37) with and 
without e bandgap narrowing phenomenon in the emitter. It was assumed that the 
,' 
base_dop g concentrations were low enough that bandgap narrowing in the bas_e 
{ -~ 
coul~ be neglected. 
3. Is · 
) 
The saturation current le was calculated from a straight forward evaluation of l, 
the equation shown below: • 
Is = (q AE DmB n?)/ QB (60) 
Table IV shows the parameters us_ed in the calulations of Is, VA' and p. 
T dble V compares the electrical measurements with theoretically calculated values of 
) 
48 • 1 
• 
,; 
TABLE IV 
npn PDP (SRP) (SUPREM) 
AE (x 10-8 cm2) 400 324 
--
NBavg (x 1016 cm-3) 
6.05 2.40 l' ' YcB= Ov VcB= 2.5 v 6.90 2.85 ( VcB= 8.0 v 7.57 3.18 
DmB (cm2/sec) 
VcB= 0 v 23.8 8.89 (12.2) VcB= 2.5 v 23.0 8.55 (12.1) VcB= 8.0 v 22.3 8.34 (12.0) 
QB (x 1012 cm-2) 
' VcB= Ov ,, 
.5a08 2.00 Yea= 2.5 v 4.,97 1.94 Yea= 8.0 v 4.77 1.78 
I N(XB) (x 1016 cm-3) I 
( VcB= 8.0 v 2.80 1.55 \, )' 
- " 
\ '"".,rt} dWB/;)VfB (x 10-6cm/v) ! / \ \ 
-0.81 
-1.32 
' CB- 8.0 V . • I 
N · (x 1019 cm-3) Eavg 4.90 1.56 
\. 
\~ DmE (cm2tsect 1.28 (.83) 2.74 
QE (_x 1015 cm-2) 7.90 
-3.43 
"' AEg (eV) 
.120 
.091 
Q , (x 1013 cm-2) EefT . 6.89 J 9.41 
'" 
.. 
The numbers in paranthesis () are calculated using the minority carrier hole mobility 
. . 
equa'tion ( 45) from Burk and De La 1):>rre. 29 
f' J •; -
" 
49 
...... 
" 
·, 
• 
-, 
I . 
... 7 
\ 
' ~ 
-
.. 
.. 
npn 
electrical 
measurement 
~' 
Q 
theory- SRP 
pn11 
electrical 
measurement 
Is 
' ) 
(x 10-16 A) 
,; 
't,, 
1.72 
2.99 
1.34 
the0ry- s·UFREM 2.30 (3.16) 
TABLE V 
Iv Al 
(volts) 
--.---..... 
' ) 
191.0 
210.3 
74.2 
87.0 
-.. 
no Lllig. 
28562 
5517 
'--
&:g 
'--4 , 
119 
~ 
-.J, 
249 (384) 
103 
151 (214) 
The numbers in paranthesis () are calculated using the minority carrier ~ole mqbility 
equation (45) frorr1 Burk and De La Torre.29 ;· 
50 
\ 
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
\I 
~·· "" 
T~ emitt~nd base-under-~~tter sheet resistances calculated from. the 
- · spreading resistanc~ profile of the npn agree quite well with the measured van der 
' 
Pauw sheet resistances (see Table III). Although the emitter sheet resistance 
- calculated from the spreading resistance profile of the pnp correlates well with the 
-' 
' 
measured van der PatPw value, the base-under-emitter sheet resistance differs 
drastically from the van der Pauw reading. This large discrepancy in the value of 
RsBUE for the pnp is apparently due to a very narrow electrical base width obtained 
from a numerical solution of Poisson's equation (see Table II, pilp~SRP, W8 = .35 r· 
x 10-~ cm), and a low average ~ase concentration in then-type base (see Table III, 
I t 
pnp-SRP, NBavg = 1.37 x 10-l6 cm-3). The Gumm.el number Q8 , numerically 
. integrated under the base profile of the pnp, is only 4.8 x 1011 cm-2. The narrow 
electrical base widti1 W B and low Gummel number Q8 are unrealistic results since ' 
r 
together they would predict a premature collector-base breakdown voltage of only 10 --
. '"" volts (see Figure 16). 1"he low breakdown voltage of the collector-base junction, !' ' 
calculated from the spreading resistance profile of the pnp, is primarily due to the 
steep gradi¢nt of the collector profile at the cc,llector-base junction (see Figure -15). 
The highly graded collector doping profile causes the collector-base depletion region 
to sweep into the base all the wa:i to the emitter-base junction at only 10 volts. This ' 
. - --
__,___ 
b 
low breakdown voltage is obviously not true since electrical measurements of le 
. 
versus V CE (see Figure 8) show the pnp transistor in the forward active region well 
beyond V CE= 10 volts; 
From the data presented in Tables II and III we can conclude ~hat the spreading 
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resistance profile of the pnp does not accurately represen! tlie electrically active 
I 
dopant profile in the pnp transistor, while the spreading resistance profile of the npn 
does represent fairly well the electrically active dopant profile in the npn transistor. 
The angle-lap and stain junction depth measurem~nts, however, do agree with the 
metallurgical junction depths from both the npn and pnp spreading. resistance 
profiles. But, the SUPREM simulation ·of the pnp, while predicting very accurately 
)the meas values of sheet resistmces, indicates the metallurgicaljunction depths 
of the e~ er-bfse junction XJEB to be 0.4 µm deeper a,rtd the collector.:base 
) ?' jun_~tion XJCB tt> be 0.8 µm deeper· into the s.Jic.on surfaqe .(see F4gure 15)~ A 
: ... ·~ 
.-
P9ssible reason for this difference: couJd be inaccuracies in the computer modellin.g, ···, . 
' 
. 
. 
. 
. ~ 
:•of·the high concentration p+ emitter profile and the impurity ·redistribution in the 
\ 
;base after the p+ emitter implant-drive in. However, althoµgh the: difference· in 
. ( 
. 
,- junction depths between SUPREM and thq spreading resistance of the pnp. is 
significant, the difference in the shape and magnitude of the base and collector· 
doping proftles is even more significant (especially when investigating the Early: ~ 
. 
effect i~ bipolar trai~sistors which depends highiy on the Gummel number and the: 
doping characteristics near the collector-base junction). 
The fact that the npn spreading resistance ·profile accurately predicts- ele·ctric.:al 
·.sh.eet resistance measurements while the pnp spreading resistance profile does not, is 
,· 
/ 
an unexpected result. There is a possibility that the extreme resistivity gradient, or-
barrier effect, associated with·the ~mitter-base junction could distort the current flow 
pattern near the junction for a p+n boundary causing the value of spreading 
resistance to appear much higher in the. n base and -the concentration derived.-
·-
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• 
artificially lower; Also, if inaccuracies existed in the calibratioc'On curves and th·e 
theoretically derived correction factors for low p-type concentrations, the proftle of , 
the p collector could be significantly altered. But, regardless of the nature of the. 
inaccuracy in the pnp SRP profile, there are two observations worthy of menti'on 
. 
concerning the spreading resistance results itt Figures J4 ·and 15: 1.) near the 
emitter-base junction, the peak concentration for the p base profile is reasonably 
''a·ccurate and the peak concentration for the· n b·ase ·profile of the pnp. is low by 
-
perhaps a factor of three, and 2.) near the collector-base Junction, the n collector 
profile of the npn is reasonably accurate and the -p collector profile <?f the: _pnp. is: 
grossly distorted and highly suspect. r 
. . 
Besides base-under-emitter sheet resistance measurements, anothe1dication of 
the accuracy of the profile in the base w~ determined by electrical measurements of: 
·-
the saturation current Is. ,The value of Is is inversely related to the Gumm.el number 
Q8 (see ,equation (60)). From Table V, we can see that the np~preading resistance 
profile and the pnp SUPREM profile predicted values of Is reasonably clcfse to thB 
0 • 
actual measurements. This correlation lended support to the accuracy of the npn 
Q ~ 
spreading resistance profile and the pnp SUPREM profile for characterizing th_e· 
actual CBIC transistor electrical behavior. 
. 
The data presented in Table V indicates a very interesting result concerning the 
relationship between Early voltage V A . .-~nd common-emitter current gain ~. 
Although the electrical measure¢ent of current gain P is similar for bofu the npn and 
~ / 
- r 
pnp transistors, the Early voltage VA is significantly different . By examining the 
" 
differences~in the doping profiles of the npn and pnp transistors and theoretically 
:;, 
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calculating values for VA and p, the electrical measurements are shown to be 
predicted reasonably well. · 
" 
If we compare the npn spreading resistance profile (Figure 14) with the pnp 
SUPREM profile (Figure 15), we can make several observations from O < x < 6µm: 
1. Emitter re~ion \ 
a. npn - then+ phosphotu.s em..itter ::has a peak concentration slightly higher· 
than 1020 crn-3 at the surface and the profile appears to follow a 
gaussian distribution to the emitter-base junction. 
b. pnp - the p+ boron e~tter has a peak concentration much1owe.rthan.the 
npn (only 3 x 1019 cm-3) and it occurs 0.5 µm deep into. th·e silicon 
surface. The profile follows a steeper gradient t.o the errtitter~base: 
~, junction thari the npn.. This profile seems reasonable since the :ma·ss-, 
/ 
segregation co,efficient :of boron d~ring thermal oxidation :causes .the: 
I 
_boron to deplete '(roili: the 1silicon,and acc\lmulate in the Si02 layer~ 
2. Base re~ion 
.. 
.,; 
a. npn - the boron base has a peak concentration· of 1017 cm-3 .an·d:th~-
profile follows a steep gradient to. ·the collector-base junction. The. steep· 
gradient is expected since th~ boron is diffusing into' 'a. c:on:st~nt 
· background~oncentration of the n-type epitaxial layer. 
b. pnp. - the phosphorus base has a peak concentration of only J:x 1016 
cm-3 and the profile follows a more gradual slope to the collector~base· 
. 
junctio11. The gradual slope is expected since_" the. phosphorus is 
diffusing into a non-constant background concentration of tJ p-type 
.. 
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collector ( a p+ surface tQb diffu~ing down· and crossing a p+ buried. 
,:, , .. layer diffusing up). 
) 
3. Collector Rei:ion 
- . 
a. npn - the arsenic collectot- is a constant concentration epitaxial layer 
equal tp 2 x 1015 cm-3. 
I 
' ' 
. · .. ) . ... . . . ·.. . 
. . b. pnp - the boron collector profile is .relatively· .flat for 3.6µm <..._x < 5.0µm 
.'• .. at 2 x '1_Q15 crn-3, flut it s~s to increase sharply at 5 µrn due to !f1e p+ 
buried layer up-diffusion. 
The Early voltage VA' as expressed in equation (26), is directly related to tJ}t 
characteristics of the doping profiles in the base and collector regions. Since the 
average concentration in. the base is approximately three times higher for the npn 
p 
than the pnp and the ele€trical base widths are nearly identical,. the Gummel number 
in the base should be higher for ~e npn than the pnp .. Also, since the base profile in 
" 
,? .... ·4 
~e npn is steeper than the pnp, and the n collector is constant unlike the p collector 
which increases sharply 1.5 µm from the collec:tor~base junction, the spread of the 
·collector-base depletion region in the base, as a function of collectqr-to-base reverse: 
b~as V cB, should b1e greater for the pnp than. the npn. The incre4se in the depletion.· 
layer width from the reversed biased collector-base junction corresponds to a;. 
decrease in the electrical base width W B, and, therefore, we would expect 
aw 8 /dV CB to ~c higher for the pnp than the npn. The data in able IV supports 
J 
the theoretical basis for the difference in QB and awB/a· d Table V shows 
good agreement between theory and experimental results for VA. If we plot 
aw B/aV CB versus V CB (see Figure 1-7). w~ can. see that for a given V cB, 
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aw B/aV CB is higher, a~ expected, for the pnp than the npn. Aiso, since the base 
transit time 'tF is proportional to W B 2, we would eXpect the 'tF of the pnp to· be· a 
strong function of V CE and to be· a weak full."Ction for the npn. Figure 18 shoWs 
results of electrical measurements of the transition frequency f T plotted as 1/f T 
-
versus 1/Ic, where tF is defined as 1/2n:fT at 1/Ic =0. The data indicates, as 
expected, that a~ V CE increases (V CB increases), 'tF increases significantly for the· 
pnp, but it remains relatively unchanged for the npn. 
The common-emitter current gain p, as expressed in equation (37), is directly 
. -~-- ~ 
·related to the emitter and ·base doping profiles. Table V shows the large discrepancy 
between values of P calculated with and without bandgap narrowi~g effects in the 
emitter. If bandgap narrowing is not included in the theoretical calculations, the: 
resulting value of P is several orders of magnitude higher than the measµred valu.e. 
of fl The P calculated with b~dgap narrowing, while not precisely accurate (high 
., i . 
by a factor of 1.5 to 2.5 from the measured 13), is much closer than th·e P calculated 
. 
Without band gap narrowing. There are several possibilities for the f3 calculateq with 
,bandgap narrowing being still slightly higher than the measured p. First, not all of 
the factors which tend to reduce the emitter efficiency, and, consequently, J3 have 
~·, 
been quantitatively taken into account. B~sides a reduction in the bandgap, the 
) €) d 
built-in electric field in the emitter is changing and at some-aistance into the emitter; 
.. 
R fro~ the emitter-base junction, it aids the flow of minority carriers from the ba~e to 
' 
' ' 
l.:cD 
the e~mitter. Also, the probability of collisions between carriers is substantially 
. increased in heavily doped silicon, and, therefore, Auger recombination increlses 
whiaji decreases the mino)°ity carrier lifetime. Second, since the effective emitter 
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charge QEeff is exponentially depende~t ·on &Eg (see equation (59)), a small 
change in the value for AEg will modify QEeff and, consequently, P significat!tlY. 
Third, if we used ,the theor~tical predictions of Bennett31 which suggest that the 
minority carrier hole and electron mobilties are greater for doping concentrations ,.. 
• 
.. 
exceeding 2 x 1019 cm-3 , th'\~ority carrier diffusion coefficients'in the emitter 
would be greater and the theoretical values for P even .closer to the electrical -· ,. 
measurements. 
Another important result in Table- V is th'at th~ minority carrier. ·h¢le mobilities 
from Burk and De La Torre29 indica~ a larger discrepancy in values for 15 and JJ 
thall-thos~ calculated using Muller and Kamins.9 However, it is:obvious that the 
effects of bandgap narrowing_ in a heavily doped emitter must decrease.th~ emitter 
efficiency in order to account for the measured .elec_trjc"l results._ 
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VI. QONCLUSION . .,:-Y 
• • The complementary npn and pnp bipolar transistors exhibit nearly identical 
' 
common-emitter current gains, but the corresponding Early·voltages are significantly 
different. The measured Early voltage of the npn transistor is almost three times 
higher than the pnp transistof6,(npn VA= 191 v, pnp-V A= 74.2 v), even thougn the 
1neasured common-emitter current gains are approximately equal (npn f3 = · 119, pnp 
Ji= 103). This study provided a theoretic'11 basis.for;the Early voltage difference. 
" 
,. 
In this stu.dy~ ·no assumption·s: were made concerning the electrically· active 
! dopant profiles in the emitter, base, and collector regions. Spreading resistance· 
measurements and a SUPREM simulation for a typical CBIC process were used to 
obtain the doping profiles for the npn and pnp transisto.rs. Also, the depletion 
region widths of the ernitter-base and collector-base junctions arising from the= 
built·-in potentials of the. ju~ction were included when determining the electrical bas.e 
widths. A numerical solution of Poisson's equation was used to calculate. th·e: 
'· 
zero-bias depletion region widths .and to obtain a fourth-ordet polynomi~l ·fit ·of 
0 
WB=f (V CB). 
The theory of the Early effect indicates that the tarly· voltage is strongly 
dependent on the Gummel number Q8 in tpe base and· the narrowing of the 
electrical base width _W B as a function of collector-to-base reverse bias Ven, 
... i)W B/aV CB· By using the theoretically derived Early voltage expression (see 
equation (26)), we can predict the electrical measurements for CBIC npn and pnp 
. 
' . 
transistors quite ·well (npn VA calculated= 210.3 v, pnp VA ~alculated1 = 87.0 v). 
! . 
The difference in the npn and pnp Early voltages is due to the difference in th.e 
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base and collector doph,.g profiles. The npn transistor has an average base doping 
t 
concentration NBavg of 6.05 x 1016 cm-3, While the pnp transistor has an N88vg 
of only 2A \ 1016 cm:-3. The corresponding Gumrnel number is much higher for 
the npn ( Q8 = 5:08 x 1012 cm-2) than the pnp ( Q8 = 2.00 x 1012 CQl-2). The 
• 
- gradient of the base profile toWards the collector-base junction is much steeper for 
the npn than the pnp since the: :background concentration, into which the base dopant 
~ .. 
is diffused, is constant (n-type epitaxial layer) for the. npn and graded f ~np 
(p+ .surface tub diffusing down and .. crossing a p+ burie.d'layer :diffusing up ·to form 
) 
.a self-isolated p-type collector region). Also, the. collector pr.oftle for the npn is flat 
·from the collector~-base Junction XJCB to x = 6 x 10-4 cm, while the pnp collector 
f • 
' 
•• A I ·L 
profile is relatively· flat only from XJCB to x = 5 x 10-"' cm where it.begins: to 
increa~e .su.bs·~~-ti.~ly. du·~ to the p+ buried layer up;-diffusion'. As a result, the· 
e1ec:ftica1 base width decreases much fastt for a given collector-to-base voltage, 
·a1td, thus, aW8 /aV CB i~ much higher ·forthe::pnp tha·n:the np·n. Therefore,.th:e. 
:higher Q8 and lower aw 8/aV CB result in the Early: voltage: ':being higher :for the 
rtpn than the pnp. 
r . 
The commorf-emitter current gain P of modern planar transistors. is emitter 
' 
efficiency limited. Unless b~dgap riartowing, AEg, effects in the heavily doped 
... 
emitter are~aken into account, the P calculated· will be higher than the measured P by 
as much as two orders of magnitude. The ·effect of bandgap narrowing is to 
. .~ 
introduce an effective intrinsic carrier concentration "ie which- is !exponentially 
dependent on A~g(NEavg) and greater than the temperature dependent. ni. The 
emitter charge QE contributing to the injection of minority carriers into the base is, 
. 
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therefore, reduced lowering the calculated P to a more realistic value. Using the 
• 
experimental results of dEg presented by Slotboom and De Graaff20 and the 
majority mobility expressions of Muller and Kamins9, the calculated values of pare 
only 1.5 to 2.5 times higher than measured. However, additional effects, which 
would tend to degrade the emitter efficiency, were not included in the calculation of 
'\,;" 
f3, and they are: 1.) since the effe.ctive emitter profile is lower than the· actual emitter· 
profile, the electric field at some location in the · tter may be: in the ·opposite 
direction than expected and actually aid the minority c · er curre.nt ·t1ow from the .. ,, 
base to the emitter, and 2.) .as the carrier concentration· increases, Auger 
:recombination becomes dominant causing a reduction in the emitter minority carrier-
• 
,. 
lifetime, which, in turn, reduces the emitter diffusion length. The calcula~d; valttes 
of P can be reduced even further to more closely approximate the· m.¢a:~;ured values 
according to Bennett's 31. tbeor.y -which su:ggests that the minority -carriers:· ·,ha.ve 
·higher mobilities th·an the majority carriers ( minority electron mobility/ majority· 
electron mobility .equals = 1.2, minority hole ·ino·bilify/ majority hole m.obil1ty 
. 
~ . 
equals:: 3) .at concentrations higher than 2 x 1019 cm-3~ Using the higher minority 
. 
~ 
hole mobili · s measured by Burk and De La Torre29 for to17 cm-3 < N(x) < 10!9 
cm-3, how ver, the calculated values of f3 are even higher ( 2 to 4 times higher than 
--measured) than those predicted using Muller and Kamins expression. 
An interesting result of this study revealed the inaccuracy in usir1g spreading 
resistance profiling to obtain the electrically active. dopant profile in vertical pnp 
transistors. The base-under-emitter sheet resistance RsBUE calculated from' the pnp 
spreading resistance profile was four· times higher than the van d.er Pauw reading, · 
' 
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while .the RsBUE of the npn spreading resistance profile ;iowed good agreement 
with the van der Pauw reading. Also, the spreading resistance profiles of then base:_ 
j and the p collector indicated a collector-base junction breakdown of only 10 volts 
which was impossible since the measured BV CBOA,'was 47 volts. The SUPREM 
simulation of the pnp provided a doping profile which accurately predicted the 
electrical behavior _of the pnp transistor: however, the npn SUPREM simulation 
predicted values <;>f emitter and base-under-emitter she'et resistances drastically 
different than the van der Pauw measurements. 
In conclusion, the electrical results of the Early voltage and .common-emitter 
current gain for complementary npn and pnp transistors can be theoretic-ally 
explained both quantitatively and qualitatively. Usin~a SUPREM simulation, the 
-~ 
VA - P relationship could be optimi.zed forimpro_Vingthe performan~~ of the CBIC 
. ' 
pnp transistor. 
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